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• Quality assurance for functional MRI 
• Assessing the temporal stability of the scanner platform and environment via 

routine, standardised measurements

• Online monitoring of data quality for in vivo scanning. 

• Typical artefacts that can corrupt image quality
• Hardware-related issues

• Spiking 
• RF interference

• Participant-specific issues
• Motion & interaction with acquisition type
• Susceptibility-related artefacts

Overview



Everything is a potential source of artefact!

Motivation

Artefact

Anything not naturally present that 
is produced by the preparative or 

investigative procedure

Primary Focus Today



Quality Assurance

Are the system fluctuations sufficiently low as to be 
able to detect BOLD related signal changes?

Are artefact levels being kept to a “normal” level?

“FBIRN”

FIRST Biomedical 
Informatics 

Research 
Network



General visual appearance
• Are any artefacts visible?
• Any structured noise?
• Is the coil-dependent modulation as expected?

Quality Assurance: Key Metrics

FBIRN 
Phantom



Analyse temporal behaviour
• How large is the signal relative to fluctuations over time?

• Summarise by looking at the temporal signal to noise ratio (tSNR)
• Needs to be large to be able to detect subtle BOLD-related signal change!

• Look for structure in the fluctuations over time
• Quantify the percent signal fluctuation
• Fourier analysis to identify any periodic fluctuations 

Quality Assurance: Key Metrics

Detrend with 
2nd Order 

Polynomial

s



Quantify drifts
• Frequency drifts manifest as shifts in the phase-encoded direction
• These tend to occur as the system heats

Quality Assurance: Key Metrics

System A
System B (redesigned cooling)

Competing drifts 
with different time 

constants



Radius of decorrelation
• From how large an area can we sample data and still satisfy an IID assumption?

• Quantifies inter-voxel correlation

Quality Assurance: Key Metrics

IID Assumption

Reality

E.g. RDC = 10
X



We can put all this together in one report

Quality Assurance: Key Metrics

Key Quantitative 
Values



Example: Transmitter (RFPA) Failure

Long term instability of the RFPA 
manifests as:

low radius of decorrelation 
oscillations in the time course 
spikes in the power spectrum

Note: SNR and tSNR 
unchanged by this issue!



Example: Transmitter (RFPA) Failure

Returns to normal after the 
replacement of the RFPA



• Failures are typically much more subtle
• Sometimes faults don’t manifest clearly…

• Augment with as much information as possible

QA Metrics Limitations



• Failures are typically much more subtle

• Sometimes faults don’t manifest clearly…

• Augment with as much information as possible

QA Metrics Limitations

Fault condition

Fault rectified

The body coil calibration was 

altered because the gradient 

coil cooling had burst 

causing water to pool within 

its housing adjacent to the 

body coil.

Note: RDC (largely), tSNR, 

SNR, etc. unaffected!

These two cases produced 

the QA results on the 

previous slide



June ‘19June ‘18

• Voltage
• Is the transmitter tuning properly?

• Centre frequency
• Has anything disturbed the magnet’s normal operating frequency?

Additional QA Measures

Repositioning of 
projector cabinet 

containing a passively 
shielded projector

Decommissioned a 3T 
system in the Centre 

(to make way for a 7T           )



• Voltage
• Is the transmitter tuning properly?

• Centre frequency
• Has anything disturbed the magnet’s normal operating frequency?

• Environmental control measures
• Temperature and humidity of scanner room

• Air handling working correctly?
• Need to ensure the imaged object is stable!

Additional QA Measures

Parrot incubator to keep phantoms stable



Environmental Control

Aug ’17
(Install)

June ‘19June ‘18



Environmental Control

Fault condition
Þ Stop scanning

SAR Model violated when relative humidity > 60%

Increased risk of spiking at <40% relative humidity

Aug ’17
(Install)

June ‘19June ‘18



Manifests as highly structured, temporally varying noise
• Can be caused by:

• Electrical discharges anywhere in the system,
• Any loose connections
• Stray metal

• More likely when very dry, i.e. low relative humidity

Spiking



Manifests as highly structured, temporally varying noise
• Can be caused by:

• Electrical discharges anywhere in the system,
• Any loose connections
• Stray metal

• More likely when very dry, i.e. low relative humidity

• Example:
• Broken shim tray lid allowing shim plates to rattle!

Spiking



• Why should you care?
• Introduces spurious temporal variance, potentially large in amplitude

Spiking

Patterned Signal 
Intensity in Image

Caused by isolated 
spike in k-space



• Why should you care?
• Introduces spurious temporal variance, potentially large in amplitude

Spiking

Patterned Signal 
Intensity in Image

The location in 
k-space dictates the 
appearance of the 

pattern



• Noise may also come from outside if the RF cage (isolating the room from 
the outside) is “leaky”
• Something wrong with setup? Particularly if using additional peripheral equipment

Radiofrequency (RF) Interference

Example of a case of tDCS-fMRI in which the tDCS
equipment itself developed a fault thereby 

producing broadband noise

Note: abrupt stop!

Broadband noise

High Noise Level



• Noise may also come from outside if the RF cage (isolating the room from 
the outside) is “leaky”
• Something wrong with setup? Particularly if using additional peripheral equipment

Radiofrequency (RF) Interference

High Noise Level

Highly structured noiseBroadband noise



• Use online monitoring to 
identify any such artefacts on a 
day-to-day basis

Online QC

• One of the most common 
sources of artefact?
• Motion!

Need to consider how this will 
interact with the choice of 

acquisition scheme.



Motion Artefact in EPI

http://imaging.mrc-
cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/CommonArtefacts#spinhistory

Interleaved 
slice ordering

Descending 
slice ordering

Higher speed and 
overall motion, but 
during outer phase-

encodes

Lower speed and 
overall motion, but 

during central
phase-encodes

3D-EPI: Time at which motion 
occurs dictates degradation

2D-EPI: Interaction between 
motion & slice acquisition order

Todd et al. NeuroImage 2015

http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/CommonArtefacts


Most important means of combating motion:
• Coaching participants
• Restricting motion
• Correction

• Prospective, e.g. tracking
• Retrospective via some form of realignment

• For accelerated techniques also consider
impact of motion on reference data!

Motion Artefact in EPI

Motion Reduces Functional Sensitivity
(simple finger-tapping task)

No Motion Motion

Todd et al. NeuroImage 2015



• Good compensation via realignment
• However, interacts with acceleration techniques

• If unfolding matrix is no longer appropriate, there will be artefact
• Example of 3D-EPI

Inter-volume motion

Vulnerable where 
there are signal voids, 

e.g. near eyes

Use robust algorithms 
that better extrapolate 

to cope with voids



• Inherent differences in susceptibility lead to a variable magnetic field 
across the head

Susceptibility Effects: Cause

Approximately 
Uniform Magnetic 

Field

Distorted 
magnetic field due 

to susceptibility 
differences

Magnitude Phase, f

w! = #$!

% = w!&
Phase accumulates 
over time according 

to precessional
frequency

Precessional
frequency depends 
on magnetic field

Phase accumulation can lead to apparent shifts 
(distortions) and signal loss (dropout)

Deichmann et al. NeuroImage 2002



• Minimise susceptibility gradient impact:
• Use slice angulation
• Compensate larger through slice-susceptibility 

by z-shimming

• Should be done at the time of acquisition
• Automated EPI protocol optimisation possible 

based on population field (i.e. B0) maps

Susceptibility: Optimise BOLD Sensitivity

Volz et al. NeuroImage 2018Phase Encoding
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Susceptibility: Atypical source!

Loss of tSNR due to 
mascara and the resulting 

susceptibility-related 
disturbance of the 

magnetic field!



Everything is a potential source of artefact!

Take Home Message

Artefact

Anything not naturally present that 
is produced by the preparative or 

investigative procedure



Open-source resource for QA

EPI quality assurance
SNR, temporal SNR and stability
using the MRIquality toolbox

Released by Evelyne Balteau

Goals and usage
Temporal stability is assessed from EPI data acquired on agar gel phantom. 
SNR and temporal SNR, signal drift and signal correlation are derived and 
prove to be key parameters in 
l monitoring a scanner's performance over time, 
l comparing scanners and acquisition protocols, 
l checking for interference with new equipment in the scanner room 
l detecting hardware problems early.

Based on the FBIRN protocol
Friedman L and Glover G (2006) Report on a Multicenter fMRI Quality 
Assurance Protocol, JMRI 23:827–839.

SPM toolbox and public github repository
https://github.com/CyclotronResearchCentre/MRIquality

Compatible with datasets from most scanners and vendors.

https://github.com/CyclotronResearchCentre/MRIquality
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Question 1

Which instability would cause a decrease in 
the radius of decorrelation (RDC) measure?

1. An instability in the RF amplifier
2. A broken receiver coil element
3. An increase in broadband noise level



Question 2

Which protocol setting(s) can be changed to 
reduce the effect of inherent susceptibility-
related gradients on EPI?

1. Receiver coil
2. Slice angulation
3. Repetition time (TR)



Question 3

When is spiking is more likely to occur?

1. When humidity is high
2. When humidity is low
3. Always equally likely


